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INTRODUCTION 
FOR M a compact Spin manifold of dimension d= 2k, the unicersal elliptic genus p(M), in the 
sense of D. V. Chudnovsky, G. V. Chudnovsky, P. Landweber, S. Ochanine, and R. E. 
Stong, is a modular form of weight k for a level 2 congruence subgroup of SL(2, Z) [SJ, [17], 
[19], [26], and [28]. E. Witten showed that p(M) could be interpreted as the index of a sort 
of twisted Dirac operator on the loop manifold LM [26] and [27]. He actually considered 
several sorts of twistings of this Dirac operator; all of them give rise to modular forms for 
level 2 congruence subgroups. Similar results were obtained by Alvarez, Killingback, 
Mangano, and Windey [l] and by Schellekens and Warner [23]. 
In this article we consider, in a purely formal way, the index of the Dirac operator on 
LM, with coefficients in the vector bundle Reassociated to a “positive energy” representation 
of the universal central extension e Spin(d) of the loop group LSpin(d). We do not claim to 
understand anything about this operator, except that its index may be formally written 
down. The main result (Theorem 2.2) is that this index is a modular form of weight k for a 
congruence subgroup of SL(2, Z), which depends on the level of the representation of 
zSpin(d). The proof uses the results of V. KaE and D. Peterson [ll] and [12] on the 
characters of such representations, in particular the fact they are Jacobi modular forms in 
several variables. 
We present a conjecture relating the representations of tSpin(d) with elliptic cohom- 
ology, the theory of Landweber, Ravenel, and Stong [17], [19]. More precisely, we extend 
elliptic cohomology to higher levels (i.e. for each integer N, we construct a homology theory 
Ellz such that Ellt(pt) is the ring of modular forms for the principal congruence subgroup 
F(N), whose Fourier expansions at every cusp have coefficients in Z [ e2ni’N]). The point of 
this construction is that Ellz(pt) is a faithfully flat module over Ell,(pt); so we do not claim 
that Ellt(pt) is a really new homology theory, from the topological veiwpoint. 
From the differential-geometric viewpoint, we show that the vector bundle E, mentioned 
above, is equivariant under the Virasoro algebra, which acts on LM through its quotient 
vecr(S’). We think it might be useful to view the index of the Dirac operator on LM 
as a virtual representation of the Virasoro algebra, rather than merely the group of 
rotations of S’. 
$1. VIRASORO EQUIVARIANT VECTOR BUNDLES ON LOOP MANIFOLDS 
Let M be a paracompact smooth, finite-dimensional. manifold. Let LM be the FrCchet 
manifold of smooth loops y:S’ --, M, modeled on C”(S’, I?‘), where d= dim(M) (see [22] 
fsupported in part by a grant from the N.S.F. 
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for details). The action of the circle group on LM, obtained by rotating loops, appears in the 
index of the Dirac operator on LM, considered by Whitten [26], Alvarez, Killingback, 
Mangano, and Windey [I], Goodman [9], and Taubes [25]. We will here consider the 
action of the group Diff+(S’) of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of S’, on LM, 
which is defined in the obvious way as 
(‘~.4)(8)=~(~$(8)), for HELM, 4EDiff+(S’), 8~s’. 
This is a smooth right action of the infinite-dimensional Lie group H=Diff’(St) on the 
manifold LM. The Lie algebra of Diff+(S’) is the space Vect(S’) of smooth vector fields on 
S’. For 7 ELM, let H, be its stabilizer in H, h., the Lie algebra of H,. To describe h,, let 
I,, I,, I,. . . be the largest arcs of circle, of non-empty interiors, on which y is constant. 
Then h, is the Lie algebra of vector fields on S’, which are supported by the closure of 
I, v II v I, v . . .; h, is topologically the direct sum of Lie algebras gj(j= 1,2,3, . , .), 
where gj is the Lie algebra of vector fields on Ij which, in case Ij is not equal to S’, vanish to 
infinite order, at both ends. One easily deduces 
LEMMA 1.1. For each y E LM, every continuous Lie algebra character h, + Iw is trivial. 
We want to introduce the concept of “Virasoro equivariant” vector bundle on LM. 
First, we discuss the general situation of a topological Lie algebra a, acting on a smooth 
manifold X (which may be infinite-dimensional); this means there is a continuous Lie 
algebra homomorphism a + Vect(X), where Vect(X) is the Lie algebra of vector fields on 
X. We consider smooth vector bundles E + X, which may have infinite-dimensional fibre. 
We define an a-equivariant vector bundle E on X to be a vector bundle E on X, together with 
a continuous Lie algebra action of a on the space T( U, E) of smooth sections of E over U, 
for every open set CJ of X, such that: 
(i) the action of a is compatible with restriction maps I( U, E) + r( V, E), for Van open 
subset of U; 
(ii) for any U, forfa smooth function on U, and CT a smooth section of E over U, we 
have, for any (~a: 
5(F 0) = 8-0 - fJ +F 5bJ) 
where t(f) denotes the action, onf, of the vector field associated to <E a. 
We first relate this to A-equivariant vector bundles on X, if A is a Lie group acting 
smoothly on X, such that a --* vect(X) is the corresponding infinitesimal action of 
a=Lie(A). If E is an A-equivariant vector bundle on X, then A acts on r(U, E), for each 
open set U, and for gE A,f; a smooth function on U, GE T(U, E), we have: 
(ii’) 9 * (f4 = (9 *f) (9 * 4 
(where (g -f)(x)=f(g- l ax)). 
If we assume furthermore that the action of A on T(U, E) is itself smooth, then its 
derivative is a Lie algebra action of a, satisfying (i) and (ii) (the latter obtained, as the 
derivative of (ii’), at g= 1). 
We are interested in the case where X = LM as before, and a is the Virasoro algebra 
V?%(S’), i.e. the universal central extension of Vect(S’). Recall that V%(S’) 
=Vect(S’) 0 [w, with bracket 
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(see [ 1 l] and [22]). We want to impose a finiteness condition on the vector bundles E we 
consider; this is obtained by restricting E to the set of fixed points under Diff+(S’), i.e. to the 
sub-manifold_i@f of constant loops. We obtain a vector bundle E,,, which admits a fibrewise 
action of Vecr(S’). 
Dejnition 1.2. Let M be simply-connected. Then a Vz(Sl)-equivariant vector bundle 
El, is called admissible, if the restriction E,,: = E’ admits a decomposition E’= 6 E’ 
nE L .z 
under the action of the infinitesimal generator L, of the rotation subgroup of Diff’(S’), 
where 
(a) each Ei is a vector bundle of finite rank over M; 
(b) E:=O for n < n,, some n,eZ. 
(Here m is some fixed integer.) 
Note that it is unreasonable to assume that the fibre of E at some point of M is 
irreducible, or even a highest weight module, as a representation of V%(P). 
Definition 1.3. Let K,(LM) be the Grothendieck group of admissible, Vz(S’)- 
equivariant vector bundles over LM. 
More precisely, the exact sequences 0 + E0 i E, 5 E, + 0 we use should split topologi- 
tally, locally on LM, as exact sequences of vector bundles (without Vect(S’)-action). 
Because certain infinite direct sums of admissible vector bundles may still be admissible, 
we might a priori wonder whether &(LM) is zero. Such is not the case, since one has a 
natural linear map 
K&M) + K(M) CCd’“l1 
[El ---* 1 CE:lq" 
ne 1lm.Z 
which takes a non-zero value for any non-zero vector bundle E. 
K,(LM) has a natural algebra structure, given by completed tensor product of Vect(S’)- 
equivariant vector bundles. 
To produce examples of admissible Vect(S’)-equivariant vector bundles on LM, we 
assume M orientable. We choose a riemannian metric on M. This induces a reimannian 
metric on LM, given by 
1 
(u, w)=- 
s 
2X (u(Q), w(e)de 
2?t 0 
where u, w belong to T,,LM, i.e. are sections of the pull-back y* Toi of the tangent bundle of 
M to S’, via y (i.e. o(e) is an element of (TM),(,), depending smoothly on 0). 
The tangent space T,LM is a Frtchet space, with a natural action of the algebra Caj(S1) 
of smooth functions on S’, by pointwise multiplication. If we chose an oriented orthonor- 
ma1 frame for y* T,, we have an isomorphism 4 : C”O(S’, Rd) G T,LM, which satisfies (i) 4 is 
an isometry (if P(S’, W) is equipped with the standard scalar product). 
(ii) 4 is C”(P)-linear. 
The space of such isomorphisms is clearly a principal homogeneous pace under the 
group LSO(d) of smooth loops S’ -, SO(d) (it is non-empty, since y*T, is a trivial vector 
bundle over S’). 
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Therefore the manifold X’, consisting of pairs (y, d), where YE LM, 4: C”(S’, Rd) + 
T., LM is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces, satisfying (i) and (ii), is a principal 
bundle over LM, with group LSO(d). 
The above discussion is taken from McLaughlin [20], who also gives the following 
result: 
PROPOSITION 1.4 [20]. The structural group of X’ + LM may be reduced to the connected 
component LOSO( LSpin(d)/(Z/2), if and only tf M admits a Spin-structure. In that case, 
the structural group may be lifted to LSpin(d). 
We remark that Witten [26] says that LM is orientable, in case M admits a Spin- 
structure. The above proposition of McLaughlin shows that this is entirely analogous to the 
notion of orientability for finite-dimensional manifolds, which amounts to restricting the 
structural group of the frame bundle to the connected component SO(d) of O(d). We then 
denote by X + LM this principal LSpin(d)-bundle. 
Next, following Killingback [16] and Witten [26], one wants to find a criterion for the 
existence of a principal bundle 8 + LM for the universal central extension LSpin(d) of 
LSpin(d), such that the associated principal LSpin(d)-bundle is isomorphic to X + LM. The 
obstruction to finding x’ is of course an element of H’(LM, Z), say c. 
PROPOSITION 1.5( [16], [26], [20]), 2c is the image of p,(M) under the natural map 
H4( M, Z) + H3(LM, Z) for p1 (M) E H4(M, Z) the first Pontryagin class of M. 
We note that a rigorous proof of this result is given in [20]. 
We recall the actions of H = Diff+(S’) and L: = LSpin(d) on X (these are right actions): 
They fit together in an action of the semi-direct product H r<~ L on X. 
Now put L= &in(d); then L’ acts on 2 on the right. On the other hand, according to 
[22, Theorem 4.411, there is a unique action of Diff +(S’) on L, covering its action on L. One 
may, accordingly, form the semi-direct product H >Q 2 
PROPOSITION 1.6. The infinitesimal action of the Lie algebra 2 so (d) of 2 on d extends 
uniquely to an infinitesimal action of the semi-direct product Vect(S’) xlL” so (d). 
Proof We show that this extension exists, and is unique, on each orbit Z of Diff+(S’) in 
LM. It is then clear that a global extension exists and is unique. We let FEZ, having 
stabilizer H, c Diff+(S’), so that Z = H/H, and Z x Y is isomorphic to 
LM 
(H/H,) ; (H xlz). Similarly Z & X is isomorphic to (H/H,,) ; (H w L). *To lift the 
infinitesimal action of H on Z x X to an infinitesimal action on Z x Y, exactly amounts to 
LM LM 
chasing a lifting H, 4 H x11? of the inclusion H, G H 24 L. Such a lifting exists, and is 
unique because of Lemma 1.1. 
Remark 1.7. Since we have a riemannian metric on LM, we have a connection on the 
principal bundle X + LM. There does not appear to be any differential form of degree 2, 
invariant under H NIL, which represents the first Chern class of the circle bundle 8 + X. 
Indeed, the invariant 2-form o on L, which represents the first Chern class of the S’-bundle 
L’+ L does give a Diff+(S’) >Q LSpin(d)-invariant vertical 2-form o on X, but its differential 
is not 0. Indeed do has horizontal degree 2 and vertical degree 1. If ul, u2 to T,LM and 
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A also is a left-invariant vector field, then we get: 
1 s 2n (dw)V, 01, cz)=- 27t 0 < NO), &,W, c,(O)) > de 
where R is the Riemann curvature tensor, so that R(c,(@, ti,(B)) is an antisymmetric 
transformation. (, ) is the symmetric invariant bilinear form on so(d), given by (A, B) 
= tr&U?). 
However, it is a remarkable fact that do vanishes on Z x X, for Z an orbit of Diff’(S’). 
LM 
Indeed, if u1 and u2 are tangent o Z at y, then ui (0) and u,(8) belong to the image of (TS’), 
in ( TM),(,,, so they are parallel and R(u,(O), u,(e))=O. Therefore, the action of Diff+(S’) on 
Z x Y may be found by the method of [22, 94.51. This involves, a principle, a central 
LM 
extension of Diff+(S’), but in this case the extension is trivial, because the co-cycle for the 
Lie algebra central extension is trivial. 
Now we come to our main examples of Virasoro-equivariant vector bundles. We start 
from a positive energy representation E of the semi-direct product .&pin(d)xlS’ (where S’ 
acts on LSpin(d) as rotation of loops). We recall that “positive energy” means that R, in S’ 
acts on E as exp( - i&l), where A is an operator with positive spectrum. We assume that E 
has a finite Jordan-Holder series. It follows, according to [11] and [22]. 
(a) E is a finite direct sum of irreducible representations; 
(b) the subspace E(n) = {u E E: R,(u) = eine *II for 8 E Sl} is finite-dimensional; 
(c) the action of LSpin(d)xlS’ on E extends naturally to a smooth action of 
hpin(d) >Q Diff ‘(S’). 
We will, using (c), construct a &$S’)-equivariant vector bundle E’ on LM. Recall the 
notation &= ,%pin(d), H= Diff+(S’). Let h = V%$S’), the Virasoro algebra. d : LM is the 
principal L-bundle, introduced above, which admits an infinitesimal action (on the right) of 
the Lie algebra T@ K 
The vector bundle Eon LM is given by the following description of its smooth sections 
over an open set U of LM: these are the smooth functions j n-‘(LJ) + E such that 
f(x*g-‘)=p(g)*f(x) for any XEII-’ U ( ), g E L’(we denote by p(g) the action of g E LxH on 
E). Note this means that f is E-invariant, for the action of t given by ( * ) (g-f)(x) 
=p(g) *f(x - g). This action extends to an infinitesimal action of rx h”, given by the infini- 
tesimal version of formula ( * ). Now, the space of rinvariants in that vector space is equal to 
the space of L”-invariants (since Lis connected), and admits an action of h’. This makes E’into 
a m(S’)-equivariant vector bundle. 
Because of(b), it is clear that the restriction E’ lM splits as a direct sum of B(n), where E(n) 
is the finite-rank vector bundle associated to the representation E(n) of Spin(d) (this group 
appears here as the structural group of the frame bundle of M; on the other hand, it is 
identified as a subgroup of l?3pin(d); (see [22] for details)). Hence I? is an admissible 
Vz(S’)-equivariant vector bundle. 
We give now the (obvious) formula for the image in K(M) [[q”“]] of the restriction of E’ 
to M. We decompose E, first as a representation of S’ c Diff +(S’), then as a representation 
of the group Spin(d) c L’, which commutes with S’. Hence we have the formal power series 
[El = c CL1 * 4” in R(Spin(d)) [[q”“]] where R(Spin(d)) is the ring of virtual complex, 
n>O 
finite-dimensional representations of Spin(d); [EJ denotes the class of the representation E, 
of Spin(d). 
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Since M is a Spin manifold, there is a natural algebra homomorphism 
K: R(Spin(d)) + K(M); we denote again by K the extension to formal power series in q, of 
this homomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. The class ofg in K(M)[[q’,“]) is equal to k([E]). 
Let us recall that for d even, d =2k, the representation ring RSO(d) is the ring of W- 
invariants in the Laurent polynomial algebra over Z in k (invertible) variables which we denote 
ex’ , ex2, . . . , exk. Here W, the Weyl group of SO(d), is the semi-direct product of the 
k 
permutation group 6, with the group of k-tuples (Ed, . . . , ck), q= f 1, with n Ei= 1, which 
1 
transforms (Xi) E Rk into (sixi). 
The representation ring RSpin(d) is a free module of rank 2 over RSO(d), generated by 
the character fi (eXi’2 + eeXii2) of the Spin representation S. 
i=l 
All this simply amounts to identifying a finite-dimensional representation with its 
character. In the same way, the character of [E] of a representation E of LSpin(d) becomes a 
power series in the variables q (actually qllm), x1, x2, . . . , xk. 
Recall that the Spinor representation breaks up into S=S+ 0 S_, according to 5 1 
eigenspaces of the chirality operator. There is a nice formula for the character of the 
difference [S,] - [S-l, namely ifi (eXij2 -e -Xi’2) (this is sometimes called the super- 
character of the Spin representation). 
In order to avoid any confusion, we will denote by s= 9, 0 s_ the Spin representation 
of the group tSpin(d). Recall that $is the completion, under a suitable hermitian form, of 
the exterior algebra of some Hilbert space W. To construct W, start with the real Hilbert 
space of L2-functions on the circle S’, with values in Rd= R2.k. Let (e,, . . . , ed) be the 
standard basis of Rd, and define sj = +(elj_ i) + ieli), for j= 1, . . . , k. Then the 
complexification H, decomposes as m@ W, where W is the closed subspace of HC spanned 
by the .si* cm for m 20 and the zj+ cm for m -C 0. Note that there is a rational positive definite 
symmetric bilinear form on H. If we extend it to a symmetric bilinear form on H,, with 
values in C, W is a maximal isotropic subspace of H,. A construction similar to that of the 
finite-dimensional representation S, gives a projective representation of LSO(d) (hence of 
LSpin(d)) on A W. Under LSpin(d), A W breaks as A “‘” W@ A Odd W. This projective 
representation may give an actual representation of the universal central extension 
,%pin(d)). This summary is taken from [22, Chapter 123; a very explicit construction of the 
Spin representation, on the Lie algebra level, is given in [12]. 
The characters of the representations =$+@g_ and 5, -s_ (the last one a virtual 
representation) are given in [ 123 and may be written, in terms of classical theta-functions. 
Recall that the theta-function 8,(z, r) of Jacobi is a holomorphic function in C x H, 
where H = (T E @ s * t Zm(r) > 0} is the Poincare upper-half plane, which is defined by the 
locally uniformly absolutely convergent series: 
h(z, r)= f &I+ 1/2)*nire(2n+ l)nir 
n=-m 
This is the expansion, which allows a direct comparison with the Weyl-KaE formula. One 
has the classical infinite product expansion 
O,(z, ,)=qlts*“Q (1 -q”).e”‘*“nt (1 +q”e2xii)-~~I (1 +q”-’ *e-2nir) 
(see [4, Chapter V, $61). We have used the variable q = e2nir. 
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The character of s=,!?+ 0 $_ , as an element of R(Spin(d)) [[q’;“]] is equal to 
where, for convenience, we introduce aj=xj/2ni. The function q(r) is the eta-function of 
Dedekind:~(t)=q1’24~~~~1(l-qn).Note th e multiplicative character of g, as a function of 
d. $ is essentially equal to s, 0 . . . Q $, as a representation of the product of k copies 
of LSpin(2). 
To make contact with the computation of this character in [26], note that l/q(r)* 8, (z, r) 
may be written as 
4 
1/12.(enir+e-nir). fj (1+q”.e2”i~)(1+q”.e-2”iz). 
II=1 
The infinite product of (1 + q" . e2niz) (1 + q" . e-2ni*) is simply the character of the exterior 
algebra of W (the first factor is due to the basis vector E~* [” in our previous notation, the 
second to the basis vector Ej* I”. The factor eniz+e-niz (or, rather, 1 +e2nir) corresponds 
to sj). The exponent l/12 in q”12 is a Virasoro anomaly, which is interpreted by Witten, in 
lot. cit., as minus the value (obtained by a resummation process) of I.“= 1 n= i( - l)= 
- l/12. 
Now, to express the character of [s’,] - [s_], we introduce another theta-function of 
Jacobi, namely 
0(.2, r)=q1~8.~~l (1 --q”)2sin(rrz).“fli(l -qn*e2niz)(l -qn.eezniz). 
The character of 5, -s’_ is then ik/q(r)k. ni= 1 O(rj, T) where we recall rj=xj/2~i. Notice 
that is indeed W-invariant, since el is an odd function of the z-variable, and changes of sign 
aj -+ Ejaj are only allowed in W if nr= l aj= 1. 
So, just as in the finite-dimensional case, there are nice formulae for the character of 
[S,] +[s’_]. 
Witten [26, $21 considers other sorts of Spin bundles, which are obtained from a 
complex vector bundle V on M of finite rank n. Let eu: LM x S’ 4 M be the obvious 
evaluation map, and pi: LM x S’ + LM the projection. Let Y be the vector bundle 
Y=P,,* ev* V over LM (direct image under pi of the inverse image under eu of V; the 
notations for direct and inverse images are those of sheaf theory). The fibre of Y at 7 E L.cI is 
the space of smooth sections of the pull-back bundle y*V over S’ of smooth maps 
p(B)E I’,,,,. The vector bundle Y is clearly modeled on C”O(S’, R”). If I’ is orientable, the 
structural group of Y may be reduced to LSO(n). If furthermore w2( V)=O, that is if V 
admits a Spin structure, the structural group may be lifted to LSpin(n). If furthermore 
pl( V)/2=0, the structure group may be further lifted to tSpin(n), and we obtain, from the 
Spin representation of that group, a vector bundle s “= s’c 8 9; on LM. That vector 
bundle is Virasoro equivariant, and admissible, by exactly the same reasoning we used in 
case V is the tangent bundle. The corresponding formal power series in K(M)[[q1’12]] is 
computed by the same process, using this time the homomorphism of algebras 
R(Spin(n)) + K(M) given by the characteristic lasses of P’. 
Witten actually does not consider 5, alone, but he forms the tensor product 
s@g, = g=, OS, (or, may be, a suitable completed tensor product). This is associated to a 
representation of bpin(d) x LSpin(n), which actually factors through a central extension of 
LSpin(d) x LSpin(n) by S’; the corresponding obstruction to the existence of a principal 
bundle over LM, with this central extension as structural group, is a class in H3(LM, Z), 
which trangresses to 1/2(p, (TM)+p,( V)). 
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52. DIRAC OPERATORS TWISTED BY A LOOP GROUP REPRESENTATION 
AND MODULAR FORMS. 
Several physicists [I], [9], [26), and [27] have considered the Dirac operator on LM, 
with coefficients in some auxillary vector bundle F. Typically, F could be the Spin bundle 
derived from another vector bundle V on M (so F could be S, in the notation of $1). The 
case V = TM is of special interest, since it gives the signature operator (or, rather, its analog 
for loop spaces). 
Actually, even assuming that the Dirac operator might be defined, given a connection on 
F, just as in the finite-dimensional case, there is no a priori reason that its index (or, rather, 
its S’-equivariant index, since the Dirac operator is S’-equivariant) should exist, as a formal 
power series in a variable q (or may be a fractional power of q) and should be computable. 
Nevertheless, the method of Atiyah-Singer [Z], which gives a formula for the S’- 
equivariant index of an elliptic operator, in terms of the fixed point manifold (and its normal 
bundle) has been used formally by Witten [26] to give a beautiful formula for what should 
be the index of the twisted Dirac operator, for several examples of vector bundles F. 
We attempt here to consider the general case of an admissible Virasoro equivariant 
vector bundle F on LM, in the sense of $1. Note that for the vector bundle E associated to a 
representation E, of positive energy, of Z.Spin(d), there is a natural connection on J!?, deduced 
form the Levi-Civita connection on the principal bundle of group &pin(d). Geometrically, 
the corresponding connection on the tangent bundle of LM may be characterized by the 
fact that its parallel transport, along a curve 6: [0, l] -+ LM, consists in independent parallel 
transport, along the curve t H s(t, 19) of the tangent vector at the point of M corresponding 
to the angle 6. Hence this connection is clearly Diff+(S’)-equivariant. Although we have not 
verified it, should be true that the connection on the principal LSpin(d)-bundle is also 
VZZ(S’)-equivariant. 
In the general case, we pose the 
Problem 2.1. Show the existence of a V%(S’)-equivariant connection on any given 
Virasoro-equivariant vector bundle G on LM. 
That does not matter here, because we will simply define the index ofthe Dirac operator 
on LM with coeficients in F to be 
where i(M) is the A-genus of M, ch:K(M) + H*(M, Q) is the Chern character (actually 
extended, coefficient by coefficient, to formal power series in q), and I//(G) E K(M)[ [q”“]] is 
the formal power series associated to GIM, introduced in $1. [M] is the orientation class 
of M. See Witten [26, $2.) 
F,(q) only deserves to be called the index of the Dirac operator if the Dirac operator 
exists, which means that M has a Spin structure and p,(M) vanishes. Remarkably, as was 
shown by several authors [23] and [26], this vanishing of p1 (M) also appears as a condition 
for F,(q) to be the q-expansion of a modular form. 
In the following theorem, we use the standard notation L( A ) for the integrable highest 
weight module associated to a weight A =(A, m), where 1. is a dominant integral weight for 
the Cartan subalgebra IF?” of so(d) = so(2k), and m is a positive integer, such that (I. (0) I m, 
for 8 the highest root. L( A ) is an irreducible representation of LSpin(d), generated by a 
vector u such that ‘3, - t‘=O, for %+ the standard maximal nilpotent subalgebra of Eso(d) 
and h - t’ = E.(h) * L’ for h E R’, c * u = m - u, for c the generator of the center of &o(d). The integer 
m is usually called the level of L( A ). See [l l] and [22] for details. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let M be a compact Spin manifold of dimension d = 2k, such that p1 (M) = 0 
rationally. For each positive energy representation E of &Spin(d) , let @s(q) be the power 
series OE(q)=n(r)“* F,-(q), where FE(q) is the S’-equivariant index of the Dirac operator on 
LM, with coeficients in the vector bundle E. 
(i) for any m > 0, the subspace of@[ [q]] spanned by the mLC h )(q), where L( A ) are the 
highest weight modules of level m, consists in the q-expansions of ajinite-dimensional space of 
modular forms of weight k, for a congruence subgroup of SL(2, Z). 
This space of modular forms is stable under the action FII, of SL(2, Z) 
(ii) the coeficients of each @s(q) are integers. 
Proof: We first consider the formal power series 
which belongs to H*(M, C) [[q]]. This power series, which is considered in [26] and [3], is 
the image of a holomorphic function in 7, with values in the algebra C [ [zr , . . . , zk]] of 
formal power series in k variables zr, . . . , tk under the mapping C[[zr, . . . , 
zJ]” + H*(M, C) which is, essentially, the characteristic homomorphism from 
H**(BSpin(d), C)=R(Spin(d)) @I @ to H*(M, C) (the variable zj is, by convention, equal to 
xj/2Ki, where we recall that R(Spin(d)) c E[e*“]; the hat over R(Spin(d)) denotes the 
completion with respect to the maximal ideal consisting of traceless representations. 
Now the computation of [3] shows that this function H(z,, . . . , zk, T) of (zr , . . . , zk; T) 
(only a formal power series in the first k variables) is a formal Jacobi modular form for 
SL(2, Z), of weight d and index i, i.e. it is invariant under the right action of SL,(H) on 
functions G(z,, . . . , z,; T) defined by: 
(z, T)=(cT+d)-‘se -[.him(~: ::)C]/fCT+d). G ’ 
as+b 
cs+d’cs+d > 
where we set the weight 1 equal to d and the index m equal to $. We note that the theory of 
Jacobi forms is developed in [S], in the case of one variable zj; we simply make the (obvious) 
generalization of their definition to the case of several variables zr, . . . , zk. 
Note that since SL(2, Z) is generated by T= (: :)andS=(_y i),itisenoughto 
verify that H(z,, . . . , z,; T) is invariant under the action ,,, m of T and of S. For T, it is easy. 
For S, it is essentially done in [3]; indeed, one has the following expression 
H(z;?)=nkq(?)3d’2(z,. . . zk) fi @,,T)-’ 
j=l 
and it follows from the functional equations of the eta- and theta-functions that 
Now, because PI(M)=O rationally, the characteristic homomorphism 
@[[z,, -. . , zdw + H*(M, Cc) factors through the quotient ring 
R=a=[[z,, . . . , zk]]” /($z+o). 
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This ring is the completion, at the origin, of the ring of regular algebraic functions on the 
quotient of the cone C c UIk, of equation 1: zi = 0, by the action of W. 
We will denote by A(?; T) the restriction of H to a function on C x H (i.e. a holomorphic 
function on H, with values in R). The notion of Jacobi modular form makes sense for such a 
function, but the concept of index becomes irrelevant, since the exponential function in the 
definition of the action ,I,m reduces to 1, independently of m. 
The index of the Dirac operator on LM, with coefficients in the vector bundle ,?, involves 
another W-invariant function of(z,, . . . , z,; r), say CE , which is given by its q-expansion as 
theformal character of the highest weight representation E. Indeed, what we called ch($(E)) 
is simply the image of C, under the characteristic homomorphism 
a=[czl, * *. , zkllw --t H*(M, C), extended coefficient-wise to formal power series in a 
variable q. 
The Jacobi modular properties of the formal character cE of a highest weight represen- 
tation E of an affine Lie algebra have been established by KaE and Peterson [13]. They 
prove, in particular, that the C-span of the functions c L(h)(~, r), where L( A ) runs over the 
highest weights of level m, is stable under the action ,e Y of SL(2, Z) (we use the same 
notations as before for the action of SL(2, Z) on functions’of (zi, . . . , z,; 5)). Furthermore, 
it is shown by KaE and Wakimoto [ 143 that for N = N(m) = 24(m + g), this vector space is 
entirely fixed by the action of the subgroup T(N) of SL(2, Z) consisting of matrices 
congruent o 1 modulo N (the number g, called the dual Coxeter number, is equal to d - 2 in 
our case) 
This integer 24(m + g) is rather larger than one would like. 
In order to justify it, we recall it comes from the fact that each cL(,,) may be written in 
the form q-(G4)+n.~ CzCO a.(z)q”, where z,=mdim(O)/(m+g) and H,,=(A+2p,A)/ 
2(m+g) (we borrow the notations of [14]). Then, according to [14, Lemma 1.7.21, one may 
take for N a common denominator for (z,)/(24) and H,, and 24(m +g) is the only obvious 
one, for general m. 
To continue, the product H(z; T)-ch($(L( A )) is a function of variables (zr, . . . , q; r), 
which is invariant under the action ,,,,- of a congruence subgroup r( N(m)) of SL(2, Z). We 
restrict all functions to the cone C c ck of equation 1 zf = 0, or equivalently we replace 
@CCz1,. . . , zJ]” by its quotient R by the ideal generated by c:z:. When restricted to this 
cone, the function H .ch(ll/(L, A)) is invariant under the action ,e,- of r(N)=T(N(m)). 
We now use the following simple 
LEMMA 2.3. Let K c C’ be a complex-analytic subvariety, stable under @“-action. Let a 
be the completion of the local ring of K at the origin, and let F (zI , . . . , zk; T) be a holomorphic 
function of T E H, with values in a. Write F = xmbO F,(:; r), where F,,, is the homogeneous _ 
component of F of degree m (with respect to the z-variables). For integer 1, and any 
a b 
( > 
ESL(~, (w), the degree m component of F,,, ,, 
a b 
c d [ 1 c d 
is equal to (F,,,),, + ,,, (where 
( F,)I, + m refers to the action of SL(2, [w) on the space of holomorphic functions of T, with values 
in the vector space a,,, of degree m homogeneous elements of a). 
Proof! Indeed ( FuOII :I>(?, T) = (CT + d)-t*F(-&,s) 
= ,&(cr + d)-t-F, 
( 
-%- =) 
CT + d’ CT + d 
= & (CT + d) -l-mF~(~,~)=~~~(F~),,+~(i~): 
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this gives the homogeneous components of 
( 11*0[: 
F as stated in the lemma. 
In case K = C”, this lemma is used by KaE and Peterson [13] as the principle that the 
Taylor coefficients of a Jacobi modular form F(z,, . . . , z,; T), with respect to the z- 
variables, are modular forms (in the classical sense). We will apply the lemma to the cone 
C c ck so that a becomes C[[Z~, . . . , zr]]/( x: zf). 
We note that the power series (I&,,,(q) is obtained as (I, [H(z; r).ch($(L( A )))lk), 
where the subscript k indicates taking the degree k component, and 1 is the linear form on 
the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k in the zj, given by evaluation on the 
orientation class of M. The lemma then shows that @ L(AB(q) viewed as a function of T, is 
holomorphic in H and is invariant under that action I,‘ of a congruence subgroup of 
SL(2, iz). 
This proves part (i) of the theorem. 
(ii) follo_ws from the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [a], since each coefficient of @e(q), 
equal to (A(M)ch(G), [M]) for some [G] E K(M), is the index of the Dirac operator on M 
(a finite-dimensional Spin manifold!) with coefficients in G. 
We single out the case m= 1 for more detailed considerations. 
In that case, what happens is that H(z; T). ch( $(L( A )) is invariant under the action of a 
congruence subgroup T(N(m)), as a function on C’ x H, i.e. before restricting to C x H, 
where C is the cone. Therefore, the assumption p,(M) =0 is not necessary for the 
conclusion of the theorem, when m = 1. Furthermore, a trick is available to improve the 
level of the modular forms d+-{,.,,(q). Indeed, recall that the formal character cL(,,) is the form 
where 
Z6 = 
mdim(W W-W-2)=d_2=k_l incasem= 1 
m+g = 2(d-1) 2 
This suggests that by using the eta-function q(r) (which, after all, starts with q1’24), one 
might be able to improve the level. One such trick, which comes naturally from Feynman 
path integral computation, as explained in [27], is to replace (DE(q) for E a representation of 
level 1, by SE(q) = (rt(r)dlr1(2r)d).~E(q). 
We then obtain, for the Spin representation 9 = 5, + s- and for s+ -s_, the 
following result of [26], also proven in [28]. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M be a compact Spin manifold of even dimension d = 2k. The power 
series 6’~ + and 6~_ are the q-expansions of modular forms of weight k, relative to the group 
l-o(2)= ESL(2,Z):crOmod2 
Proof: We first establish the modular behavior of a(s) = [(~(2r)/a(r))]~. Clearly 
a(r) = q”12 - nz= 1 (1 + q”)*, hence a. T = eni16 * a, for T = 
( > 
i : . We express a(r) in 
terms of the theta-function 19,) of Jacobi, already mentioned in $1: a(r) = i - q(r)-’ * 8, (0, T). 
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Hence, using the functional equation relating 8, and 0,, we obtain for S= 
&(O, T) 
Then (a * ST’)(r) = (a - S)(r + 2) = e- xi/6 -2.Bo. Then 
(USPS)(~) = e- ni’6 =e - nil6 ‘i(O,r) - ___ = e- nib - a(r). 
2 * rtb) 
Hence @PST)(r) = effi’6a(ST2S)(T) = a(r). We recall that T and SFST generate freely 
the subgroup I,(2) of X(2, h), consisting of matrices 
a b 
( > 
c d such that c = 0 mod 2. (I,(2) 
has index 3 in X(2, Z)). We therefore introduce the character x: r,(2) + pi2, where 
p12 c @” is the group of 12th roots of 1, defined by x(T) = ecnil@ and x(SpST) = 1, and 
we conclude that a * U = x(U) * a, for any U E r,(2). Next we consider the character c3 = c3, 
+ c3_ of the Spin representation (this is a level 1 representation). As discussed in $1, this 
character is equal to l/~(?)~ * nf E 1 8,(zi, T). We analyze now its behavior under the 
action ,e, ,, of I’,(2). We have q. T = e ni’12 l T and 8, - T = eni14 - tJ1, hence 
(c3. T),,* = e- kni/l2 2ni/4 .c3 = eknV6 .c3. 
Now 
(we use the classical notations for the theta-functions of Jacobi, and their functional 
equations, as in [4]). Next 
(cf. SP),,&; T) = e- nik’6 ‘&*,fil e2(zjy T)* 
Then 
Finally, (cg-ST2ST),&; r)= l/~(r)~* II;= iOi(zj, T). Hence we have (~3’ U),e,+ 
= x(V)’ * cc, for all U in T,(2).It follows that expression (1 /U(T)“) -c&; T) is invariant under 
the action lo,+ of I’,(2). Since F (4) is invariant under the action ,,,, _ f of SL(2, h), the product 
G3(q): = F(q)-(l/o(T)k)* 3(_, ) c z- T is invariant under the action ,a,e of I,(2). Since 63 is of the 
form (I, [GS(q)lk), where k denotes the homogeneous part of degree k (with respect o the 5 
variables and 1 is the linear form given by evaluation on the orientation class of M). It 
follows from Lemma 2.3. that d&(q) is the q-expansion of a modular form of weight k for 
I,(2). 
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One treats similarly the virtual representation s+ - f_ ; the computations are even 
simpler, since the character cs, _ 3_, which we gave in 01, has a modular property with 
respect to the whole group SL(2, Z), since it involves the function 8, rather than 8,. 
This proves the proposition. 
There are actually exactly four irreducible highest weight representation of &in(d) of 
level 1: according to [22, Proposition 9.3.93, they are obtained by transforming the basic 
representation under the automorphisms of the (affine) Dynkin diagram, which is & 
O < 
-_- _- 
The group of automorphisms of 4 is equal to (Z/2*Q3. The stabilizer of the basic 
representation is of order 2. So there are 4 level 1 irreducibles. 
If we call S’+ and S’_ the remaining two such irreducible representations (besides S, 
and S-), we have nice formulae for the characters of S’+ and S’_. With the notations of 
$1, we have: 
es,+  cs_ = &‘,b, e3(zjv T, 
and 
cs, - cs_ = &.,h e*(zjy T, 
where 8, and e3 are again theta-functions of Jacobi, for which we again refer to 
[4, Chapter V]. 
A geometrical description of the vector bundle s:= s’; 0 p- is given in [26]. Witten 
introduces the vector bundle F on LM, with fiber at y equal to the space of sections of the 
vector bundle E@ y* &, over S’, where E is the Hopf bundle (the unique non-trivial real line 
bundle). Then the fiber S’ at 7 is the spin representation of the orthogonal group of 
T(S’, E @ y* TLM) restricted to LSpin(d). 
To justify the next proposition, notice that we have already computed (at the beginning 
of the proof of Proposition 2.4) the transform of u(r) = [(~(~T)/~(T)]~ under S = . 
Indeed we have: (as)(r) = 8,(0,+ 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let M be a compact Spin manifold of even dimension d = 2k. The power 
series (q(z)‘/e,(O, T)~) -0s’ _ p_ is the q-expansion of a modular form of weight k, relative to 
the subgroup r’(2) of SL(2, Z), consisting of matrices , such that b = 0 mod 2. 
Proof: This follows from Proposition 2.4 and its proof, once we make the following 
observations: 
(a) S conjugates r,(2) into I-O(2); 
(b) the action of S = 
( > 
_y i (under ,o,t) transforms c3, + 3_ into c~+ _ p_ (this follows 
from the functional equation relating 8, and 0,). 
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Similarly, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let M be a compact Spin manifold of even dimension d = 2k. The power 
series (q(~)~/f9,(0, 5)‘). as’, _ p_ is the q-expansion of a modularform of weight k, relatice to the 
subgroup Fe of SL(2, B), consisting of matrices congruent to (i y)orto(i i)madZ. 
ProoJ We simply observe that element ST of SL(2, E) conjugates Te to r0(2), and 
furthermore transforms cc+ + s_ into cs’, _ p_ (this follows since, under lo,+, S transforms 0, 
into 8,, and T transforms e2 into B,-up to constant factors; see [4]). 
The importance of the modular form of the Proposition is that it is exactly the unioersal 
elliptic genus of Landweber, Ochanine, and Stong [21], [17], [19], [IO], and [28]. More 
precisely, this is Witten’s reinterpretation of it as the index of the “supercharge with right- 
moving Ramond and left-moving Neveu-Schwan boundary conditions” [26] and [27]. 
We note that, even though this elliptic genus coincides with the one discussed in [ 171, we 
use the convention q = e2nir whereas q = nir ’ m lot. cit., so that Landweber deals with power 
series involving integral powers of q (we need, of course, half-integral powers, just like 
Witten [26]). The change of notation introduced in [19] (where q becomes efnir) causes the 
elliptic genus to have modular properties for r,(2) instead of re, in that latter article. 
It is easy to generalize the results above to the index of the Dirac operator on LM, with 
coefficients in the vector bundle E’associated to a representation E of LSpin(n), and a vector 
bundle V of rank n on M (cf. the end of 91). 
THEOREM 2.7. Let M be a compact Spin manifold of dimension d =2k, such that 
p1 (M) = 0 rationally. Let V be a rank n real vector bundle on M, such that p1 (V) = 0. Then 
every positive energy representation E of zSpin(n) determines a vector bundle I?. Let 
oE(q) = q(r)‘j * FE(q). Then the statements (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.2 are valid in this context. 
It is of interest o notice that for the special case of the Spin representations SC, S; , the 
condition that pl(M) - pl( V) = 0 rationally, is sufficient for the analog of Proposition 2.4 
to hold. This is shown by analyzing the exponential factor in the functional equation for 
Jacobi modular forms in several variables (wi, zj; T). The factor inside the exponential is 
proportional to (Xj zf) - (Xi wf). 
53. ELLIPTIC COHOMOLOGY OF HIGHER LEVEL 
We first recall some properties of the elliptic cohomology introduced and developed by 
Landweber, Ravenel, and Stong [17], [19]. We use the notation Eli,(X) for elliptic 
homology, Eli,(X) for elliptic cohomology, just as in [17]. The best known feature is that 
the ring R = Ell,(pt) is the polynomial algebra Z[$][S, E, A-‘], where A = c(b2 - E)‘. As 
shown in [17,44-J, R is isomorphic, as a graded ring, to the ring of meromorphic modular 
forms, for the subgroup re of SL(2, Z) introduced in Proposition 2.6, such that the 
coefficients of their expansion in powers of q1j2 = enit (this expansion will simply be called 
q-expansion here) all belong to Z[+]. This is realized by identifying 6 with 0: - 0: and 
E with 0: = (0: + of)‘, where we use the shorter notation o,(T) = ei(O, T) for the values at 
z = 0 of Jacobi’s theta-functions. Then A is equal to the classical modular form 
A(T) = v(r)24 = q * fi (1 - q”)24. 
I#=1 
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The Z [$-algebra of “integral” (outside of the prime 2) modular forms is naturally graded by 
the weight of modular forms. The fact that the element A, of weight 12, has been inverted, 
means that Eli, is a periodic homology theory. There are actually two variants of Eli,, 
where only E, or only 6’ - E, is inverted, but we will not comment on these. 
A most important feature is the existence of a natural transformation of homology 
theories p: Qy [$I + Eli*, where Rs” is the classical theory of oriented bordism. The map 
p: Q:‘[+](pt) + Ell,( pt) maps the class of an oriented compact C”-manifold M to the 
elliptic genus p(M) of D. V. Chudnovsky, G. V. Chudnovsky, Landweber, Ochanine, and 
Stong ([S], [21], [17], [IO], [26] and [28]; see also the discussion at the end of $2). 
This remarkable fact is, of course, what motivated the construction of elliptic cohom- 
ology in the first place. It also creates an amazing link between algebraic topology and the 
(arithmetic) theory of modular forms. 
It might appear surprising that the definition of the ring of modular forms R for Te 
involves the q-expansion, which is relative to the cusp i,, but entirely neglects the other 
cusp. This asymmetry is only a matter of appearance, in view of the 
THEOREM 3.1 [7, Chapter VII, Corollaire 3.133. If a modular form for re has all the 
coeflcients of its Fourier expansion relative to the cusp i, in Z [)I, then the same holds for the 
coe#icients of its Fourier expansion relative to the other cusp 1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. R = Ell,(pt) is the ring of meromorphic modula r forms for TO, whose 
Fourier coejicients, relative to every cusp of TO, belong to Z[+]. 
Remark 3.3. By “meromorphic modular form”, we mean one which is holomorphic on 
H, and may have poles (of arbitrary order) at the cusps. Such a moduiar form may have 
positive, negative, or zero weight. 
The index of the Dirac operator on the loop space of a compact manifold, with 
coefficients in the vector bundle associated to a representation of a loop group, is a modular 
form for a congruence subgroup of SL(2, Z), the level of which depends (appropriately) on 
the level of the representation. If one hopes to relate these indices to elliptic cohomology, it 
will be necessary first to extend elliptic cohomology to higher level modular forms. 
Definition 3.4. Let I c Ie be a congruence subgroup; let N be the level of I, i.e. 
the smallest N such that r contains the principal congruence subgroup 
I’(N) = ker[SL(2, Z) + SL(2,Z/N *Z)]. We denote by R(T) the Z&, $&algebra of mero- 
morphic modular forms of even weight for I, the Fourier coefficients of which, with respect 
to every cusp, belong to Z[[ N, +] (we have denoted by [, the root of unity e2ni’M in C). 
This definition is reasonable, because of the following results of Deligne and Rapoport. 
THEOREM 3.5 [7]. 
(i) R(T) is a finitely generated Z[&,i]-algebra [lot. cit., Chapter VII, $33. 
(ii) the @-algebra of meromorphic modular forms of even weight for I- is generated, as a 
complex vector space, by R(T) (more precisely, it is equal to R(T) @ @[lot. cit., Chapter 
VII, Construction 4.6). 
~CLV.~l 
These results are obtained as a consequence of a deep study of moduli schemes for 
elliptic curves with extra structures. We will also need the following 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Let rl c r2 c re be principal congruence subgroups. Then R(T,) is a 
faithfully fiat R(T,)-algebra, and a faithfully put R(r,)-algebra. 
The proof of this requires quoting some hard results from [7] and [lS]; we will give it at 
the end of this section. 
The proposition implies that one may define, 
included in TO, a level r-elliptic homology theory 
corresponding cohomology theory is: 
for a congruence subgroup I of level N, 
Eli: by E/I:(X) = E/I,(X) @a R(T); the 
Ell;(X)=Ell,(X) @ R(r). 
R 
We note the simple 
Obseruction 3.7. If I1 c r2, then ,%2(X) @z Q injects into ,Q:~(X) @z Q. 
Proof We may as well assume r normal in Tz. We may also assume that the levels are 
the same. Then we use the fact that R(T,) is equal to the subalgebra of r,/r,-invariants in 
R(T,) (compare with [lot. cit., VII, Lemma 3.33). Hence R(r,) @ Q is a direct iactor of 
R(T,) 0 Q, as an R-module. Hence EII’,‘(X) Bz Q injects into Ellf~,(X) Bz Q. 
Next recall that a compact oriented (resp. Spin) manifold M has an orientation class 
CM] in n:‘(M) (resp. aspin(M We denote also by [M] the image of this orientation class 
in Eli,(M), under the natural transformation p. Recall the obvious reformulation of [17]. 
Fact 3.8. For M a compact oriented manifold, the elliptic genus of M is given by: 
p(M)=(l, [M])E Ell,(pt), where [M]E Eli,(M) is the orientation class, and of 
course 1 E Eli*(M) is the unit. 
What about the wide class of “twisted” Dirac operators on LM whose indices give 
modular forms of arbitrarily high level? If we believe them to be given by a similar formula 
involving higher-level elliptic cohomology, we are led to the 
Conjecture 3.9. 
(a) If M is a compact Spin manifold of even dimension d = 2k, such that Pi = 0, 
there is a naturally defined class of a(M) in El&(M); this class should satisfy condition (c) 
below. 
(b) For m 2 0, let P, (d) be the free abelian group generated by the isomorphism classes 
of irreducible positive energy representations of LSpin(d), of level m. Then there exists, for 
N(m) the integer introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.2, a natural additive map 
(where T(N(m)) is principal congruence subgroup of level N(m)); this map cp should satisfy 
condition (c) below. 
(c) the power series Q>E(q) = ~(7)~. F,-(q), for E an irreducible positive representation 
energy representation of LSpin(d), defined in Theorem 2.2 (recall that FE(q) is the “index” of 
the Dirac operator on LM, with coefficients in E) is the q-expansion of the modular form 
( q(E), a(M)) E E1l’,‘N’(pt) (for N = N(m) as in (b)). 
Remarks 3.10. (i) The above conjecture becomes clear if the elliptic homology theory 
Eli, is replaced with Eli, @I Q, and the same is done for higher level elliptic (co)-homology. 
Indeed, it is easily shown that Eli,(M) @ Q = H,(M, R) @I Q. In (a), the class a(M), as an 
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element of H,(M, R) 0 Q, is equal to F(q) n CM], where F(q) is the power series described 
in the proof of Theorem 2.2. It follows from $2, or from [33 that F(q) is indeed the 
q-expansion of a class in H*(M, R @‘a Q). 
Similarly, for [E] E P,(d) as in (b), the image of rp( ;E]) in EII&,,,,,(M) 0 Q will be 
equal to ch($(E)), with the notations of $2. 
The conjecture therefore amounts to integrality statements about the above classes in 
elliptic (co)-homology. Hopefully, integrality will be controlled by the q-expansion, using 
recent work of H. Miller. 
(ii) We do not claim to have found the best integer N(m) for which the conjecture 
may be formulated (indeed, that is certainly the case of m = 1 and for m = 0). We might 
indeed have formulated everything inside the “infinite level” elliptic homology 
theory 2 Eli, r(N)(X), without essential loss of information. 
N 
(iii) One may wonder what the precise relation between a(M ) and the orientation class 
[AI] should be. It is natural to ask whether one would have: 
1 u a (icr) 
where u, resp. n denote of course cup, resp. cap product in an elliptic theory for a high 
enough level (maybe 2 would do); we notice &(O, 7) is invertible in Ellf;(pt) for r suitable, 
because its fourth power is invertible in Ell,(pt). Indeed, according to the conjecture, 
evaluation of I on the homology class of the right-hand side gives the same result as in 
Proposition 2.6, i.e. evaluation on the homology class of the left-hand side. 
Note that S’ = S’+ + S’_ is the (second) Spin representation (of Neveu-Schwarz type), 
introduced at the end of 92. 
(iv) one might wish to strengthen part (b) of the conjecture, by claiming the existence of 
an additive map 
cp: P,(d) + E&,(BSpin(d) ( g >) 
where BSpin(d)(8) is the 7-connected stage of the Postnikov tower of BSpin(d), as 
considered for instance by Davis in [6]. 
This strengthening would imply the obvious analog of (b) in the conjecture for 
representations of LSpin(n) (when one has an auxiliary rank n vector bundle V on M, 
as in $1). 
(v) the most general (futuristic) version of the conjecture should involve a suitable 
Grothendieck group of admissible, Virasoro equivariant vector bundles on LM, satisfying 
conditions yet to be imagined. Thus the consubstantial relationship, known to physicists 
and even to mathematicians, between modular forms and representations of the Virasoro 
algebra, would appear as a phenomenon in elliptic cohomology. 
We now return to the proof of Proposition 3.6. We first need an algebro-geometric 
description of the Z[rN, )-J-algebra R(r) (if N is the level of r). For this, one needs the 
moduli schemes of elliptic curves with level structures, introduced in [7] and in [ 151. Let us 
consider r(N) for N divisible by 4. Then, according to [15, Table 10.9.31, there is a scheme 
&#N over i? [CN, $1, representing the moduli problem of classifying (families of) elliptic curves 
with full level N structure (more precisely, Drinfeld basis of level N) with trivial determinant. 
Notice indeed that either N is a power of 2 (in which case representability holds over 
H[c,, )I), or is divisible by two relatively prime integers both 2 3, one of which is 4 (in 
which case representability actually already holds over Z[[N]). In any case we have the 
following structures: 
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(a) a family of elliptic curves d G A, satisfying a universal property (for the given 
moduli problem); 
(b) a compactification .A#,,, over AN, and a family of generalized elliptic curves d + A?~, 
extending the family in (a) (see [7, Chapter II, Definition 1.121 for the concept of generalized 
elliptic curves); 
(c) an isomorphism of AN @@ with the modular curve Y(N) = H/T(N), and of 
J#~ 0 C with the compactified modular curve X(N); also of B 0 @ with the classical family 
of elliptic curves with fiber over the class of T EH equal to C/Z 0 Z * T, and level N structure 
given by the basis (k, &) of points of order N. 
We also have the following properties: 
(d) A, is regular ufJine scheme (apply [15, Theorem 5.5.1]); 
(e) the fibers of &gN + Spec (Z[c,, 31) are connected, reduced curves, each irreducible 
component of which is smooth and meets the Tate locus A::= JN\AN in at least one 
point (the reducedness of these fibers is asserted in [15, Theorem 13.8.41); 
(f) If N, divides N, (both divisible by 4), A,,,, is naturally isomorphic to the quotient of 
A,, by the action of the finite group T(N,)/T(N,). 
For each N, we define the line bundle w on 4, to be the dual of the relative Lie algebra 
of d 1: A,. If H, divides N, , clearly the line bundle w on AN, pulls back to w on AN,, so 
no confusion occurs. 
PROPOSITION 3.11 [7, VII, ThCor&me 3.91. For N divisible by 4, the algebra R(T(N)) is 
equal to the algebra @ r(A,, coWk). 
Comments. We will not repeat here the proof of lot. cit., which has to be adapted 
(slightly) to our situation. Suffice it to say that the relation between a meromorphic modular 
form F for T(N), say of weight 2k, and a section of w@ Ir over AN @ C = Y(N) is obtained by 
putting a =f(r) am (which is r(N)-equivariant), where dz is the canonical generator of the 
pull-back of o to H. 
Now, to every cusp for T(N) is associated a section of A$ + Spec(Z[c,, i 1) and a 
“Tate elliptic curve” defined over the completion of A? along this section. The Fourier 
expansion of the modularform is described as the restriction to this completion of the section of 
oWk ( which becomes trival, since the Tate elliptic curve is described as a rigid-analytic 
quotient of multiplicative group). Since a section w@’ over AN will have Fourier expansion, 
with coefficients in Z [&, 41 (since the Tate curve is defined over this ring), there is a natural 
algebra homomorphlism from @ r(AN, O.I @k) to R(T(N)). It is injective because AN is 
keZ 
regular. To show it is surjective, the point is that to check that a section of a@’ over 
Y(N) = dN @ @ extends to &,, it is sufficient to check it in a neighborhood of A!:, 
because of property (e). 
COROLLARY. Let T(N) c r c TO. where N is divisible by 4, then the algebra R(T) is equal 
t0 @ r(&&, aBk) 
[ 
r/r(N) 
. 
keZ 1 
Proof: This is clear, since R(T) = R(I’(N))r’rcN! 
We are now ready to start proving Proposition 3.6. First, we rephrase Proposition 3.11 
by introducing the total space TN of the line bundle o @ - l over AN, i.e. of the relative Lie 
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algebra of d + ~2~. Let ?“, 4 T, be the complement of the zero-section; it is a principal 
&-bundle over J?~, and we have: 
COROLLARY. For N divisible by 4, the algebra R(lJN)) is equal to the algebra O(fY) of 
global regular functions on the ajfme scheme TN. 
This corollary has an obvious generalization to each r c r(4), which involves the 
G,-bundle T, + J? I- = (~iJIU-Ir(N))* 
To prove the proposition, we need to prove two things: 
(a) if l-i c FZ c r(4), the morphism Ft. + i;, is flat; (for Ti = T(Ni)) 
’ (b) R(r(4)) is flat over R(r,). 
To prove (a), it is of course enough to show that A,, --, .M,,,, is flat, hence that 
JHN -+ JZ, is faithfully flat, for N divisible by 4. But this is a special case of 
[ 15, Theorem 5.5.11. 
As for(b), it amounts to flatness ik + ( FJG), where G = l-,/r(4) is a group of order 16. 
It is certainly enough to show that G acts on fd without fixed points. Of course, there are 
some points (E, p) in .M,, fixed by a non-trivial element g of G (E is an elliptic curve over 
some field k, p: (Z/4 * Z)2 + E, is a level 4 structure). Then g induces some automorphism of’ 
E, say h. If g fixes a point of fd above (E, p), that means h acts trivially on the tangent space 
to E at 0; since k is not of characteristic two, an automorphism of order 16 of E, tangent o 
id, must be trivial. It follows that g = 1, hence G acts on ik without fixed points. 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.6. 
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